“LET’S LIVE LIFE WITH AUDACIOUS
DREAMS AND BIG HEARTS”
– STEVE JOBS

A YUMMY SPRING FROZEN
BREAKFAST OR SNACK
RECIPE THAT IS QUICK
AND NUTRITIOUS

TIME TO DITCH THE
SANITISER AND “LET
THEM EAT DIRT”

Christmas Vacation Care
Program out now
Melbourne Cup --------------------------1st
Australian Food Safety -----------------6-12th
National Recycling Week --------------7-13th
Remembrance Day----------------------11th
World Kindness Day --------------------13th
Orangutan Caring Week----------------13-19th
Universal Children’s Day -------------- 20th
Social Inclusion Week-------------------19-17th

The centre is open the School Pupil Free days
Monday the 19th and Tuesday the 20th of
December. We are then on our annual shutdown
until Monday the 9th January.
Check out the program on our website
www.northkiamaoosh.com.au
Our Christmas party this year is going to be held at Oak
Flats Swimming Pool. It will be held on Tuesday 20th of
December. Time 11am until 2pm. Lunch provided. Join
us and enjoy a cool day of swimming. Vacation Care is
available also for this day but you are welcome to drop of
your children for the 3 hours. Enjoy your last chance to
go Christmas shopping. Cost of the party is $10.00.

REMEMBERANCE DAY – 11TH

UNIVERSAL CHILDREN’S DAY – 20TH

At 11 am on 11 November 1918 the guns of the Western Front fell silent
after more than four years continuous warfare. In November the Germans
called for an armistice (suspension of fighting) in order to secure a peace
settlement. They accepted allied terms that amounted to unconditional
surrender.
This year 11 November marks the 98th anniversary of the Armistice. Each
year on this day Australians observe one minute’s silence at 11 am, in
memory of those who died or suffered in all wars and armed conflicts.

The United Nation’s Universal Children’s Day was
established in 1954 and is celebrated on
November 20th each year to promote
international togetherness, awareness among
children worldwide, and improving children's
welfare.
Find out more at un.org/en/events/childrenday/
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Book Reviews
Share some specially selected stories from
www.awm.gov.au to share with your children
this Remembrance Day.

A Soldier, a Dog
and a Boy
Libby Hathorn

Frozen yogurt granola cups
PREP 15 min| FREEZE2 hrs.|SERVE 6

Ingredients
1 cup granola
300 g berry fruit yogurt
1 tbsp. honey
1 tbsp. butter
1/2 cup mixed berries

Method
1. Line a six-cup muffin tin with muffin wrappers
2. Put the butter and honey into a heatproof jug or cup and
melt them together in the microwave.
3. Place the granola into a large bowl. Tip the melted butter
and honey over the top and mix it all together well.
4. Divide the granola mixture evenly amongst the six muffin
cups. Top each one with a generous tablespoon or two of
yogurt.
5. Top each cup with three or four berries.
6. Put in the freezer for about two hours or until the yogurt
has frozen.
NOTES: Berries are the best bet for a topping as they freeze well.
You could also top this with nuts or sprinkles. Make these in jars and put
them in the fridge for a 'takeaway' breakfast when you're in a hurry.
Source: www.kidspot.com.au

A moving story, told completely
in dialogue, about a young
Australian soldier in the battle
of the Somme. Walking through the fields away from
the front, he finds what he thinks is a stray dog, and
decides to adopt it as a mascot for his company. Then
he meets Jacques, the homeless orphan boy who
owns the dog. The soldier realises that Jacques needs
the dog more - and perhaps needs his help as well.

Jack’s Bugle
Krista Bell and Belinda Elliott
View More by This Developer

In 1914 Aidan Jackson, 'Jack' to his
Army mates, is a young man who is
proud to join up and excited about
the adventures that await him,
especially as he is the first person
from his farming family to travel
overseas. He takes with him the shiny new brass bugle
given to him by his family on his 18th birthday, and it is
the bugle's journey we follow until finally back in
Australia decades later, it is given to another young boy
named Jackson.

Aviator Mouse
Genevieve Hopkins

William Brambleberry was a very
small mouse with a very big
dream. He was determined to fly
a Spitfire and practiced as much as he could until he
really did become the bravest most adventurous aviator
mouse in the entire world. No matter how small you
feel, or how big your dreams are, with determination
and practice your dreams can come true!

Focus Article:Let them eat dirt
Would you ditch the sanitizer? HomaKhaleeli from
The Guardian interview the authors who wrote Let
them eat dirt.
I’m wondering, is it OK, hypothetically, for a child to
lick the sole of her shoe? What about, just for
argument’s sake, eating a cigarette end in a park?
And where, as a general rule, do we stand on licking
sticks? In other words, sometimes I feel there isn’t
enough hand sanitiser in the world to keep a small
child clean. All these questions go through my mind
as I prepare to speak with microbiologists MarieClaire Arrieta and Brett Finlay, whose book for
parents, Let Them Eat Dirt, has turned my world on
its head.
The book is a rallying cry to parents to put down antibacterial
wipes, throw out sterilising tablets and start making mud
pies. Underpinning it is not a vague nostalgia for simpler
times, but scientific evidence that our modern obsession
with hygiene is playing havoc with our health. Our war on
dirt, they say, may be responsible for the surge in chronic,
non-infectious diseases in developed countries, which, the
authors argue, are our “modern day bubonic plague”. While
countless lives have been saved by battling infectious
diseases with better hygiene, disorders such as obesity,
asthma, coeliac disease, allergies and autoimmune diseases
are surging.
According to new research, this could all be because of the
microbes in our guts. We have 10 microbes inside us for each
one of our body cells – the smallest forms of life on earth.
Despite this, we have spent years trying to kill microbes such
as bacteria. Now, however, there is evidence that while a
small number of microbes are responsible for infections,
others play a vital part in keeping us healthy. Not only do
they help us digest food but also they are essential in helping
our immune system to develop. By trying so hard to wipe
them out “we have been depriving our body of a normal
developmental process”. Finlay calls the discovery that we
should be nurturing our microbes a “major revolution of
medicine”. Microbes are thought to help train our immune
system because when it encounters a harmless microbe, the
immune system learns to ignore or tolerate it. If children’s
exposure to these microbes is limited, then their immune
systems remain immature and won’t learn to tolerate
harmless microbes – or react to disease-causing
microorganisms.
For Arrieta – an expert in Microbiota in asthma, a lecturer,
and also a mother of two children aged five and three – this
discovery caused a revolution in her home life as well as in
her lab. “I was a classic microbiologist who was super keen to
make sure everything is clean,” she says. “But after reading
study after study I saw a transformation in the way I behaved
between my first and second children.” Don’t sterilise
everything that comes into contact with your child’s mouth,
within reason.”

In fact, the one piece of advice Arrieta offers mothers is to forget
the adage “Cleanliness is next to godliness.”
“One thing I don’t do any more – and wish others would stop – is
carrying a hand sanitiser gel. For camping, or for times when there is
no soap and water, it’s fine. But for anything else they are overused.
Now I think, I don’t need to disinfect my child or the surfaces they
are in contact with.”
So eating cigarette ends in the park could be a good thing? Not
exactly. Public places – from buses to trains to Shopping centre’s –
allow infections to be passed on easily. “It’s not the same when they
play outside in a forested area and a neighbourhood playground
where half the kids have a cold,” Arrieta warns.
If a baby drops a dummy in a train station, she explains, it needs a
wash but in the countryside it is fine to give it a quick wipe. Or,
better still; stick it in your mouth to clean it (in a study of 184
families, 65% of babies whose parents cleaned their dummies like
this had a significantly lower risk of developing allergies at 18 and 36
months).
Some of their rulings will have children cheering – kids should be
outside often. They should be allowed to be barefoot and dirty.
Touching insects, plants and mud is celebrated. And the
microbiologist’s think that not only are mud pies great, they even
suggest letting any kids in your family give you a mud facial. Getting
a dog is also encouraged because children exposed to dogs before
they are a year old may have a decreased risk of developing asthma
and allergies (“Cats have no effect because they don’t lick your
face,” says Finlay). It’s not that all hygiene should be abandoned,
says Arrieta, but parents could ease up. “Hand washing is important
– after the bathroom or before eating, or playing with someone sick,
or if you are sick. But the rest of the time it is less so and it can be
detrimental.”
Finlay says that their advice is simple: “When I was a kid you knew
we had had a good day if the dirt ring round our bath was huge. Let
your kid roll around in the dirt, get a pet – don’t swaddle them in a
sterile cloth. Most microbes are our friends not our enemies.”
This is an edited version of the article to read it in its entirety go to
theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2016/ sep/24/snap-crackle-andfilth-let-kids-eat-dirt

Health and Safety:Eye Sight
Every experience a child has is an opportunity for growth and
development. They use their vision to guide other learning
experiences. From ages 2 to 5, a child will be fine-tuning the
visual abilities gained during infancy and developing new ones.
Stacking building blocks, rolling a ball back and forth, coloring,
drawing, cutting, or assembling lock-together toys all help
improve important visual skills. Preschoolers depend on their
vision to learn tasks that will prepare them for school. They
are developing the ‘visually guided’ eye-hand-body
coordination, fine motor skills and visual perceptual abilities
necessary to learn to read and write. Steps taken at this age to
help ensure vision is developing normally can provide a child
with a good "head start" for school.
Children often have no idea that they have a vision problem,
so you'll want to be vigilant about noticing signs of potential
trouble. Contact your child's doctor if your child:
• Needs to have books very close when reading.
• Squints or blinks often.
• Tilts his head to see better (while looking at a picture or
the television, for example).
• Rubs her eyes when she's not sleepy.
• Closes one eye to see better (while looking at a book or
watching television, for example).
• Avoids close, near-vision activities like scribbling, coloring,
playing board games, or doing schoolwork.
• Avoids distance-vision activities, like watching birds or
planes or playing catch, or has trouble seeing small objects
at a distance or reading the blackboard in school.
• Has trouble following an object with his eyes (visual
tracking).
• Has a recurrent headache at the end of the day.
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Complains of tired eyes.
Seems overly sensitive to light.
His eyes flutter quickly from side to side or up and down.
Has a persistent, unusual spot in his eyes in photos taken with a
flash (a white spot, for example, instead of the common red
eyes).
Has any change in the appearance of his eyes.
Has difficulty seeing at night or in low light.
Has one eye that appears larger than the other, or pupils of
different sizes.
Is not able to distinguish certain colors (red from green, for
example).
Has difficulty seeing objects that are potential hazards, such as
steps, curbs, and walls.

Your child's doctor can help you determine whether you should be
concerned. The doctor may examine your child's eyes, screen his
vision, or refer you to an eye specialist (ophthalmologist). If vision
problems run in your child's family, be sure to mention it.
For a full list of things to watch for go to http://www.babycenter.com/0_red-flagssigns-that-your-child-may-have-a-vision-problem_1439873.bc

Recyclable boats
The 7th to the 13th of October is National
Recycling Week. It’s important to always
recycle correctly but why not also save
some materials and create these fun boats!

2. Make the sails: Cut a large
triangle out of paper and fold in
half. Place the skewer in the
middle and glue closed.

Materials
Empty containers (Example: sunscreen
bottles, baby oil, shampoo) Corks, rubber
bands, wood skewer, glue, paper.

3. Poke a skewer into the cork half
and attach to the bottles using 2
rubber bands.

1. Slice the corks in half lengthways.

TIME TO GO SAILING!

Letters in the bath - Materials: foam letters
Activity:At bath time fill the bath with letters, ask your child to find different letters for you. “Can you find the b?” give
your child time to search the tub. Assist them by drawing it in the air and saying things that start with ‘b’. Add bubbles for
extra fun and an extra challenge.

READ AROUND THE WORLD:
Classic children’s books from
around the world.

Thank you to all the parents
that ordered Mangoes for our
Mango Fundraiser. They will
be delivered early December.
We will give you a final date
when we receive notice from
the Mango Farm.
1. Karlsson on the Roof by Astrid Lindgren
In this Swedish classic, a very self-confident little man with a
propeller on his back lives on the roof of a lonely little boy’s
building and takes him on exciting flying adventures.
2. The Cholito Series by Oscar ColchadoLucio
Weaving together Peruvian fairytales and legends, the series
follows the adventures of a little boy named Cholito as he
travels the world.
3. The Adventures of Tin Tin Series by Herge
One of the most popular comics of the 20th century, this
beloved Belgian series follows the adventures of a brave, young
reporter who solves mysteries around the world with the help
of his faithful dog, Snowy.
4. Journey to the West by Wu Cheng-en
Written all the way back in the Ming Dynasty, this is an enduring
Chinese tale about the adventures of a Tang Dynasty priest and
his disciples — Monkey, Pig, and Friar Sand — as they search for
a Buddhist Sutra.
5. Winnie the Pooh by A.A. MilneThe English tales of this
curious, whimsical bear and his friends Piglet, Tigger, Rabbit,
Eeyore, Owl, and Christopher Robin are some of the most
successful and widely translated stories of all time.
https://www.buzzfeed.com/dianabruk/popular-childrens-books-fromaround-the-world?utm_term=.rgp3mEZWzz#.yo6KYex5ZZ

Building Grant

Just updating you on the
progression of our
extension.
Warren Grosse is still in
talks with the Assett
management finalising
details. Hopefully we will
have some news soon.
Visit our website for updating
news.
www.northkiamaoosh.com.au

How can we make our
newsletter even better?

North Kiama OOSH

What information would
you like us to include?

Email: nkoosh@bigpond.com.au
Phone number: 02 42 378988

